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ABSTRACT

Distribution of Conflict Detection of Aircraft for Next Generation Flight Management Systems

Scott Kuroda

As the number of aircraft is expected to triple in the coming decades, the manual process used to safely route aircraft while in flight will become insufficient. There already exist work to algorithmically detect safe and unsafe routes between aircraft. This thesis extends that system such that the computation is distributed across multiple machines. In addition it also supports the detection of an unsafe route as it is actively modified by a third party. Furthermore, the system supports providing safe or unsafe route notification to multiple interested clients.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past century, the advancement in commercial air travel has made flying much more affordable. The affordability of air travel led to an increase in demand for air travel services. To cope with the increase in demand, additional aircraft were produced. This increase in aircraft placed additional strain on the air traffic control systems. A similar scenario is likely to occur in the coming decades. With this in mind, enhancements to the traffic control systems are continuously being researched.

While in flight, an aircraft is required to maintain a defined amount of separation between themselves and other aircraft. The separation required between aircraft is defined by the aviation authorities. Maintaining this separation minimizes the risk of in air collisions between aircraft. If two aircraft violate this separation space, a loss of separation is said to occur. At this point, additional safety systems will activate to prevent collision between aircraft.

If a path is defined, such that two aircraft will have a loss of separation, these aircraft are said to be in conflict. Ideally, routes would be defined ahead of time
such that conflicts do not occur. However, due to the unpredictable nature of some factors of air travel, such as weather, routes are often modified while an aircraft is in flight. Because of this, care must be taken to minimize conflicts while rerouting aircraft. If a route is defined such that a conflict does occur, a resolution must be found as quickly as possible.

The management and subsequent resolution of conflicts falls to two parties. The first is air traffic control. Air traffic control is a ground-based service that, among other important tasks, manage aircraft routes in a designated space. The second is the flight crew. The term “flight crew” refers to those responsible for the operation of the aircraft while it is in flight. This includes the flight attendants, captain, first officer, etc. The safety of the aircraft and any passengers are the responsibility of those on the flight deck. Primary responsibility falls onto the pilot. If something was onto happen to the pilot, the responsibility would fall to the first officer.

Today’s method for managing aircraft is largely manual, relying on the abilities of air traffic controllers to actively organize aircraft in an assigned region. As such, it is not something that scales well as the number of aircraft in a region increases. In order to maintain the high level of safety expected during air travel, it is important that these types of systems are able to scale along with the number of aircraft.

To help improve the efficiency of managing aircraft routes while in flight, aircraft systems are being enhanced with modern technology. In order to leverage these new systems, the traffic management services must also be updated.
The work presented improves upon next generation flight control systems. The work is based on a system being developed by the NASA Flight Deck Display Research Lab (FDDRL) [16]. Much of their work focuses on incorporating flight crews in a more significant roll in route management tasks. This work addresses a number of issues present in the system in development at the FDDRL. The high level goal is to create a distributed computational system to detect conflicts, thus allowing the system to handle an increased number of aircraft simultaneously. The system will accept data from multiple data sources. In addition, it allows multiple multiple clients to request conflict data from the system simultaneously. Clients may also request flight data from the system.

The remainder of the work will be structured as follows. Section 2 will discuss related work. The current system developed by FDDRL will be discussed in Section 3. The description of the project will be described in Section 4. The design and implementation of an system to address the limitations will be discussed in Section 5. Section 6 will present an evaluation of the system. Sections 7 and 8 will discuss future work and concluding remarks respectively.
Chapter 2

Related Work

The work done on this project requires an understanding of two fields, air
traffic management and Computer Science. An expert understanding of air traffic
management is not required, rather a general understanding of the limitations. In
addition, because this project builds off of technology that is already categorized
as next generation, an understanding of what challenges it is already overcoming
is also important. Because of the vast difference between the fields, they will
be discussed in turn, beginning with air traffic management aspects, then the
Computer Science aspects.

2.1 Air Traffic Management

As the goal of this project is to improve upon air traffic management tools
while aircraft are in flight, it is important to have a basic understanding of today’s
systems, as well as the next generation systems this project builds off of. These
are discussed in the following sections.
2.1.1 Today’s Systems

Air traffic control today utilizes radar for locating aircraft in a given region of space. In addition, secondary radar systems are used to communicate with transponders aboard aircraft. These transponders provide various kinds of information when requested by the secondary radar systems. As radar based systems are based on bouncing a signal off of aircraft, there is some delay in the data used by air traffic control. Though the delay is manageable, having more accurate real time data would allow air traffic controllers to provide safer instructions to aircraft [25].

When loss of separation occurs, the traffic collision avoidance system (TCAS) becomes active. Whereas the radar based systems provide information to air traffic controllers, the TCAS system, provides information at a much shorter range to the surrounding aircraft. This exemplifies the usefulness of real time data. The importance in a loss of separation scenario is clear, however, it would also be useful to air traffic management [7].

The communication system between aircraft and air traffic control is audio based. The radio communication allows pilots to hear communication with other aircraft. Because of this, they can gauge how busy an air traffic controller is. However, this also points to a limitation with the communication method. With enough traffic, the audio channel could become so congested that it is difficult for pilots and air traffic control to communicate. This presents the need for additional communication methods, especially as the number of aircraft increases.
There are, of course, other technologies, but these are the key components of managing aircraft while they are in flight. Though the amount of traffic is manageable today, a mostly manual process is not something that scales well. As the amount of traffic is expected to triple by 2025 [23], the current process must be updated. The updated system must support the increased air traffic expected in the coming decades.

2.1.2 Next Generation Systems

The next generation systems, some of which are being implemented now, address some of the issues discussed in 2.1.1. Of particular interest are the data communication methods and Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast (ADS-B).

The data communication methods are used to compliment the audio based communications used today. As previously mentioned, the audio based channels provide valuable insight into the load an air traffic controller currently has. Though any use of data communication methods will reduce the accuracy of this analysis, it still provides an additional means for an air traffic controller and pilot to communicate.

ADS-B is a system that provides similar information as the radar systems used by air traffic controllers. Rather than relying on the “ping” of a radar, an aircraft will now broadcast information about its state. Some examples of state information are velocity, heading, latitude, and longitude. The information that is broadcast will then be received by ground based stations. These stations will then transfer information to air traffic control, or any relevant parties connected to the network. In addition, these broadcast will communicate data to nearby aircraft.
In a sense, this is similar to the real time information shared by TCAS. However, it operates over greater distances. This system is not without limitations. As it relies on information being broadcast from an aircraft, there is some potential for an aircraft to not broadcast its state or broadcast incorrect information. In addition, there is a possibility for external systems to spoof an aircraft. Because of these limitations, the ADS-B system will be used in conjunction with radar based systems.

Both of these components are a part of the “Next Generation Air Traffic Systems” (NextGen). NextGen is considered to be the first major update in air traffic management in the last half century [17].

With ADS-B pilots would have access to similar information of that of air traffic controllers with regards to the state of surrounding aircraft. Because of this, some tasks previously done by air traffic controllers can be delegated to pilots. One such task is defining new routes to manage various events that occur while in flight. This is not a new concept as it was previously presented in [2, 3]. However, this is not as simple as allowing pilots to define and act on their own routes. Air traffic controllers must still be aware of the actions taken by pilots. A number of studies have taken place to determine how distributed air traffic management can be incorporated into the system. These studies focus on how the new systems will affect air traffic controllers and pilots. In addition, the affect on the awareness of air traffic controllers is also analyzed as the systems are meant to support air traffic controllers, not replace them [9, 29, 32].

Before discussing the actual distribution of work, knowledge with respect to how the information is displayed is important. To display the information provided by existing, as well as newly developed systems, a new display system is needed. For traffic-specific information, the FDDRL developed the the Cockpit
Display of Traffic Information (CDTI). This system was also the basis for the Cockpit Situation Display (CSD) developed by the FDDRL [1, 16]. The CSD displays a variety of information beyond that of the two dimensional information provided today. An example of the CSD display can be seen in Figure 2.1. The details of the current CSD system are discussed in Section 3

![Image 2.1: Image of 3D CSD [11].](image)

### 2.2 Distributed Computing

A distributed computational system can provide excellent scalability as the number of computations increases. As such, its development continues to be a popular area of research. Though there are many key points in designing a distributed system, key underlying concepts are architecture, fault management, and load balancing.
2.2.1 Architecture

Although research in this area continues to improve on existing design patterns, two common architectures for distributed computing are master/slave and peer-to-peer.

In a master/slave configuration, there is a single machine that hands out work to the slave machines. By forcing all communication through the master, work can often be distributed in efficient ways up front. In addition, it is easier to ensure that all slaves have the data they need to perform their computational task. However, having a master can produce a single point of failure. This can be avoided by designing a system such that another machine can act as master if a failure occurs [28].

Peer-to-peer networks do not have a hierarchical structure like a master/slave solution. Instead, all workers are considered equal. These types of systems can be more complicated than a master/slave solution. This is because each client must be able to communicate with every other client. Whereas a master/slave configuration allows each worker to simply do the work they are assigned, a peer-to-peer system may need to pass work from one client to another. It may also need to request data from another client to complete its computation [27].

2.2.2 Fault Management

Fault tolerance is a key component in distributed systems. Faults can come from a variety of sources. Some common faults are the failure of computational nodes and network failures. When faults like these occur, it is important that the distributed system is still able to continue its work. Though there is a number
of ways to detect faults in a distributed system, one common method relies on a heartbeat-like ping. When a response is received, a node is considered still active. Though there are other methods to detect faults, this particular method lends itself well to this project [8, 30].

When a fault occurs, there is generally data that is lost. How a distributed system handles this loss of data varies from application to application.

In an application that processes static data, the system will often perform the lost computations again. This would produce accurate and consistent results. However, there is an additional cost in performing computations again. The time it takes to redistribute work and perform a computation again negatively impacts the overall runtime of the system. For applications that process static data, this trade-off is often acceptable.

If instead an application is processing real time data, it may not be necessary to redo lost work. By the time the lost work is redistributed and recomputed, the data used to perform the computations may already be considered out of date. In a scenario like this, it may be acceptable to lose some data accuracy, to maintain a higher overall throughput.

A given application may utilize a combination of these methods. In a certain state, it may require redoing computations. Whereas another state may allow for less accurate data to be used. The exact implementation for an application must take into account the effects of lost accuracy and the decrease in overall throughput.
2.2.3 Load Balancing

For any type of distributed application, load balancing is key to producing the highest possible performance. If done incorrectly, computational resources will be underutilized, degrading the performance of the overall system. As with most problems, there is no single solution that is best in all scenarios, leading to the development of a variety of load balancing methods.

Depending on the underlying system architecture, a load balancer may be classified as either centralized or decentralized. A centralized load balancer routes all work through a single master node. This node, generally classified as middleware, is responsible for distributing work to the rest of the compute nodes. While this can produce better results, as the master node should be aware of who work has been given to, and who should get more work, it can be fragile. Because all of this communication is occurring through a single point, this becomes a single point of failure. This can be mitigated by designing the system with a type of fail over protocol [22].

Decentralized systems require all of the compute nodes to talk to each other. If one node feels it has too much work, it can pass it off to another node. Similarly, if a node has too little work, it may request additional work. This type of setup is ideal in peer-to-peer distributed computing systems [15].

Moving beyond the underlying architecture, a load balancer may be either static or dynamic. Both have a set of cost and benefits, which must be analyzed when determining what is best for a given application.
Static methods are often simpler as they rely on some predefined knowledge of the compute nodes. They often have a much lower overhead cost when assigning work as there is minimal analysis performed when passing work to compute nodes. However, these often underutilize the resources available to the system [18].

Two examples of static distribution methods are round-robin and random distribution. Round-robin distribution ensures that no new work is given to a compute node until all of the other compute nodes have also been assigned work. This type of balancing works well in a system where all of the compute nodes have equivalent compute power. In addition, the jobs assigned to each machine must take a similar amount of time to finish. Random distribution assigns work to workers in a random fashion. With a good random function, this would distribute work in an even way. However, it is still possible that less computationally powerful machines are given more work, leaving other machines idle while work is being completed [24].

Dynamic distribution methods, in some sense, are an enhancement of static methods. In addition to using predefined information, dynamic distribution also incorporates runtime data in the distribution process. Types of runtime data that are commonly used are processor usage, memory usage, IO usage, and network latency. Using all this additional information to intelligently distribute work is not without its cost. It relies on accurate data being reported to the load balancer. In addition, the time it takes to assign work with this intelligence is often greater than that of a static method [14]. Some examples of dynamic load balancing are fuzzy biasing, geographic partitioning, and scatter distribution.
Fuzzy biasing is a centralized distributed computing system. It assigns tasks to workers, who perform a single task at a given time. Rather than using specific details such as memory and processor consumption, this load balancer uses the number of tasks assigned to a node and the amount of time the previously completed task had to wait to be executed. With these pieces of information for each node, a score is generated. The load balancer then assigns work based on this score [26].

The geographic partitioning algorithm is a method developed to perform traffic simulations in New York, New York [31]. This type of method is very specific to distributed computations that are running to support some sort of simulation. These simulations should involve the location of entities in some simulated space. In the geographic partitioning method, the simulated space is divided into a grid. A computational node is then assigned some number of grid spaces. This node is responsible for all of the computations that need to be performed on entities within that space. Using simple rectangular spaces quickly proves to be inefficient as some grid spaces can require significantly more computations than others. This leads to an uneven distribution of overall work. To overcome this, nonuniform grid spaces can be used. While this does allow for a more even distribution than the rectangular grids, it can still produce an uneven distribution of work. Another potential optimization to this involves performing load prediction. The load predictions can be used to temporarily reassign work or redefine the grid boundaries. However, there is a significant amount of overhead in doing this. In addition, it requires advanced knowledge of the cost of tasks that are going to be performed. Though in some scenarios this can produce positive results, the additional overhead upfront can outweigh the benefits seen in distributing the work in a more intelligent manner [12].
Also presented in [31] is scatter distribution. In geographic partitioning, a computational node was responsible for all of the computations in a given region. Put another way, a computational node is responsible for all of the computations associated with an entity in a given region. In the work presented in [31], an entity would be a vehicle. As an entity moves from grid space to grid space, the computational node responsible for performing the computations for that entity changes. In high traffic areas, the number of entities in a grid space can be significantly higher than that of the surrounding grid spaces. This leads to an uneven division of work. Scatter distribution works to overcome this limitation. Rather than assigning a computational node to a set of grid spaces, the computational nodes are assigned a set of entities. In scatter distribution, a computational node is responsible for performing all of the computations associated with a given entity. Even within a high traffic region, the work is distributed across multiple machines, leading to a much more balanced overall work load.

As an example, consider scenario with 1500 entities. Furthermore, 1000 of them are concentrated in a single geographical region, as defined by the geographic partitioning previously discussed. This means that a single computational node performs computations for 1000 entities, while other computational nodes manage the remaining 500. In scatter distribution, all of the entities or divided up equally among all of the computational nodes, resulting in a more even distribution of work. Of course, this is not without its drawbacks. Because an arbitrary node is responsible for a given entity, it is the only node that has accurate information about that entity. When computations occur, this data must be shared with the other computational nodes. This leads to a much higher communication cost prior to performing any actual computations. By dividing work at the entity level rather than at a grid level, it can also be much easier
to move work from one compute node to another. This distribution method is again specific to simulation like computations. Whether it is better or worse for a given simulation will change from application to application.
Chapter 3

Current System Design

The Cockpit Situational Display (CSD) system is built in such a way that components can easily be added and removed, modifying the overall functionality of an individual display. For the purpose of this project, there are two key components the conflict detection and resolution (CDnR) system and the route assessment tool (RAT). The rest of the CSD is treated as a black box. The black box component is responsible for passing messages to the CDnR system, displaying alert and traffic data, and passing updated route information from the RAT to the CDnR system. The RAT is a component of the CSD, but is not directly modified by this work. Because this project focuses on extending prior work, much of the information derived about the current system is a result of exploring the system. The architecture of the current system can be seen in Figure 3.1.
3.1 Conflict Detection and Resolution

The CDnR system consists of three main components: message management, conflict detection, and resolution generation. For the purpose of this project, the key components are message management and conflict detection. Therefore, they are the focus of the following discussion [5].

3.1.1 Message Management

The message management component is responsible for relaying information to and from internal threads and external processes. An important type of message being passed to this component from an external source is flight information. These messages contain information about aircraft flight plan and aircraft state.
This information is used by the conflict detection and resolution components. In addition, an external process must specify the ownship aircraft. This ownship aircraft refers to the aircraft of interest. For a pilot, the aircraft they are piloting is their ownship. This is important as what computations the conflict detection and resolution system performs is based on the ownship specified.

Messages may also be received specifying if a conflict detection simulation should be run. This component manages starting simulations, pausing simulations, and stopping simulations. The number of conflict detection simulations that can run is limited by an enumeration, detailing the types of routes that can be specified. In its capacity as manager, it also accepts a number of configurations used to modify the behavior of the simulations. As an example, an external process may specify pre and post filtering to be done on the simulation. The preprocessing filters will limit the data sent to the simulation, using the information of aircraft state. The postprocessing filters will limit the alerts returned, based on the contents of the alerts. Another piece of configuration is specifying how often the simulation should run. Additionally, the configurations specify the vertical and horizontal region to be used in determining if a conflict occurs. These are the key components of the configuration used by the conflict detection simulation. There are others that are specific to the simulation method. Details of the simulation method and associated configurations are discussed in Section 3.1.2.
In addition to receiving messages from external processes, this component also receives a number of messages from internal threads. Of particular interest is the conflict detection alerts. When it receives these alerts, it forwards them to the process that requested the simulation to be run. In addition, based on the route information being used in the simulation, active or modified, some additional work may be done. As an example, if a conflict exist on an active route, the resolution service will be started, to assist in quickly determining a safe updated route.

3.1.2 Conflict Detection

The conflict detection component performs the actual simulation that generates alert data. Each simulation is responsible for generating its own data, based on the information gathered by the message manager. The current conflict detection system uses a Monte Carlo algorithm to perform the conflict detection simulations. Configurations are passed from the message manager to a conflict detection thread when a simulation is requested. In addition to the previous items mentioned, the configuration also contains a maximum rate at which the simulations should run. In addition the configurations also contain algorithm specific information. In this case, an oversampling rate to be used by the Monte Carlo method. The oversampling rate specifies how many samples should be taken before a cycle is deemed complete. If incomplete, the conflict detection system reuses the data from the previous iteration, rather than generating new data. If instead a simulation cycle is classified as complete, this component gathers the aircraft data and generates a set of data to be used by the simulation algorithm. After a cycle is completed, the results are passed back to the message management component [4].
3.2 Route Assessment Tool

The RAT component allows for a pilot to define a new route. When activated, this system displays the current route with the way points currently defined along the route. The pilot may use an existing way point, or select an arbitrary point on the path to create one. They can then reposition the way points, producing a new route. These routes are sent to the conflict detection system. Doing this ensures that there are no new conflicts along the newly defined route. However, it is possible to define and accept a route that has conflicts. Though a real world implementation will likely pass these results to air traffic controllers for final validation, the current system immediately accepts the new route. If a conflict exist along the newly defined route, an alert is presented to the pilot [6].
3.3 Limitations

Although there already exists some work to show conflicts to pilots, it is not without limitations. Many of these limitations are a result of the original design in which the conflict detection system would be run locally for each aircraft.

The original system was designed to be run on each aircraft. This means that each aircraft manages its own conflict computations. This makes it difficult to share results in real time. Though this is not really an issue with identifying conflicts on active routes as all aircraft should have a similar data set, it does present a problem when proposing a new route. It may be useful to relay information about a proposed route in real time to a party beyond that of the current aircraft. For example, while making a routing decision, air traffic controllers may want to actively participate, rather than simply receiving a route proposal.
Second, assuming a point is reached in which data is being shared, it is likely that a single system would be responsible for computing conflicts for multiple ownship aircraft. With this in mind, the computational limitations of a single machine system may be reached quickly. Theoretically speaking, a worst case scenario would involve running conflict detection using every aircraft as an ownship aircraft. So, given N aircraft, there would potentially be N² computations to be done using the active data. This is, of course, a worst case scenario as filtering could be applied to aircraft outside of some given range where conflicts are not calculated. In addition, for active cases, half of the computations done would be repeated. Thus, optimizations can be made to reduce the overall number of computations. This holds true for computations being done on modified routes proposed by the RAT system. Even with the filtering and other optimizations that could occur, a point would be reached in which a single machine is unable to perform the computations for the given number of aircraft.
Chapter 4

Problem Definition

The goal of this project is to address the limitations in the current system as described in Section 3.3. Specifically, this project produces a proof of concept system that allows for the results of the conflict detection simulation to be shared with multiple clients.

4.1 System Requirements

The system can be broken into client and server components. To address the limitations of the previous work, the system design shall meet the following criteria.

4.1.1 Clients

The system shall support three main types of clients: data clients, worker clients, and results clients. In addition, there shall be no hard limit on the number of clients that can connect to the server.
**Data Clients**

Data clients shall provide aircraft data or configuration data to the server. The aircraft data shall be a minimal set of information needed to perform conflict detection simulations. The configuration data shall specify simulation specific settings to be used when checking for conflicts.

**Worker Clients**

The worker clients shall execute the conflict detection simulations. The conflict detection algorithm used is based on previous work done by FDDRL. In addition, each worker client shall be able to run multiple simulations simultaneously to help improve overall performance.

**Results Clients**

The results clients shall receive information on conflicts for a given aircraft. In addition, results clients shall be able to request aircraft data used to perform a given simulation.
4.1.2 Server

In addition to supporting the requirements of the clients as previously specified, the server shall control the execution of the conflict detection service. As with the current system, the maximum rate at which simulations are run shall be controlled by a configuration passed to the system. The simulation service itself shall support multiple types of simulations simultaneously. Each simulation shall have an independent set of configurations, which may be specified by a configuration client.

4.2 Integration

This proof of concept system shall be tightly integrated into the current CDnR and CSD systems. Each CSD shall be set up to provide data to the system and receive results. The results generated should be similar in both the distributed system presented and the current non-distributed system. In addition, each simulation iteration should be completed within a reasonable amount of time, such that the results can be used in a real time scenario.
Chapter 5

Design and Implementation

The high-level design of the system consists of a server and multiple types of clients, as seen in Figure 5.1. The computational aspect of the system can be described as a master/slave system, where a single machine delegates work to the worker machines. In addition to generating work for slave machines, the server will also be responsible for managing a number of data collection and result client connections. Each of these clients is discussed in turn, including their integration into the current system.

5.1 Clients

There are four types of clients supported in this application. They are the data gatherer, configuration, worker, and results clients. Each will be discussed in turn, as they are all important for a fully implemented system.
Figure 5.1: High level architecture of designed system.

5.1.1 Data Gathering Client

The data gathering client is responsible for providing data to the server. When compared to the current implementation, this client handles the aircraft state and aircraft route messages. In addition, it also passes a value specifying if alerts should be generated for the modified route.

Sending aircraft data to the server should produce a consistent amount of traffic. However, it does not have to. In the case it does not, it is important to ensure the connection is still active. This is done through a heartbeat, which is sent after a predefined amount of time. Under the current design, there is no additional information sent with this heartbeat message. Because this client is simply a data provider, it is unlikely that any other information will be supplied to the server. However, this functionality can be expanded upon.
5.1.2 Configuration Client

The configuration client passes configuration data to the simulation system. This configuration data can specify information such as simulation period and filtering methods. While being integrated into the current system, each CSD will have a configuration client. However, future work will likely remove this, moving the management of the configurations to a client independent of an individual aircraft.

5.1.3 Worker Client

The worker client runs the actual simulation. It is very similar to the conflict detection threads in the current system. The architecture, seen in Figure 5.2, consist of a connection, a simulation manager, and a simulation executor.

Figure 5.2: Architecture of worker client.
The connection is the clients interface to external processes. It accepts flight data, simulation configuration, and details on what simulations to run. The details of simulations to run come into the system as a series of pairs containing aircraft ids. One of the id’s specifies the ownship aircraft and what route to use, modified or active. The second is the aircraft to run the simulation with. In addition, the connection provides information back to the server.

The simulation manager provides data to the simulation executors, similar to the message manager of the current system. However, this passes the actual data to be used by the simulations rather than forcing the simulations to generate the data themselves. It also gathers the results as the simulations complete, then makes them accessible to the connection so they may be passed back to the server.

Work begins when a “begin work” message is received by the connection. Following that message, are details about how the cycle should be run. Recall that if it is a new cycle or a continuing cycle as defined by the oversampling rate, the behavior will differ.

The flow will be further discussed in the following sections. An overview of it can be seen in Figure 5.3.

**New Cycle**

At the start of a new cycle, the worker will accept any new data. This data includes aircraft pairs to execute the simulations on, what route to use for the ownship aircraft for each pair, and the route data. The generation of the pairs and route data will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.3. After receiving this data, the worker takes all of the pair information and creates a complete list of aircraft that is to be compared against an individual ownship
aircraft. This generated list details what aircraft are to be compared against each ownship aircraft. After the list is generated, a second list is created, which contains all of the necessary route data to perform the simulation. If a simulation had not previously existed for a given ownship aircraft, it is started. If it did previously exist, the route information is updated and the simulation is run. After completing this run, the alert data generated for each aircraft is stored in a map structure and returned to the server.

Depending on the system configurations, it is possible that a worker may receive multiple request during the same cycle. This is an effect of trying to evenly distribute work. Because of the design of the conflict detection algorithm, this can result in repeat computations. Repeat computations occur if a particular worker receives a new computational pair where the ownship is an aircraft that had been executed in a previous run. This can be mitigated by adjusting how work is distributed by the simulation process.

**Continuing Cycle**

If this is the continuation of a previous simulation cycle, the same data is used to rerun the simulation. This is required by the design of the conflict detection algorithm. This does provide some benefits as new data does not have to be resent every computational cycle.
As with the data collection client, the worker client also sends heartbeats. However, it only actively sends them when it is performing computations. If it is not performing computations, it is simply responding to a heartbeat message sent by the server. Again, there is no additional information being sent back when sending the message to the server. However, this client may eventually send back information about its current state, allowing for better load management.

![Diagram of Worker Client Flow](image)

Figure 5.3: Worker client flow.
5.1.4 Results Client

The results client receives alert data after a simulation has been completed. Before that occurs, it must notify the server of the aircrafts it is interested in. This occurs when the server sends a heartbeat to the client. In most instances, an acknowledge message will be sent back to the server. However, it can also specify the aircraft the client is interested in.

The results client may request alerts for any number of aircraft at a given time. The results client is free to change the aircraft it is interested at any given time. However, results are currently only generated for requested aircraft, so there may be some additional delay when results are actually received. The alerts the client receives consist of data for both active and modified routes of the aircraft of interest. However, this does not mean both modified simulations and active simulations were run. It is possible for a particular entry to contain no alerts. This occurs when no modified route is being specified.

After receiving the alert data, the results client may optionally request the flight data used to generate the alert. This is requested by specifying the ids of the aircraft whose data is desired. The server then returns the flight plan and state data for the requested aircraft. This may be useful for a system that does not provide data, but would like to do some processing on the alerts. The flow for this client can be seen in Figure 5.4.
5.2 Server

As previously mentioned, the server handles all of the connections from the various clients. Upon receiving a connection, this component creates a new connection handler thread. The specific handler executed is based on the type of connection, specified by the client. In addition, the server is responsible for the execution of the simulation process. The architecture of the server can be seen in Figure 5.5.
5.2.1 Configuration and Data Gathering Handlers

The configuration and data gathering handlers are quite simple. Upon receiving data, these handlers place the data in a local store. The location of each store is kept in a list that is accessed by the simulation process. The data that comes in is assumed to be timestamped. Though this is irrelevant to the handler itself as it simply replace old data as it is received, the simulation process does take the timestamps into account.
5.2.2 Results Handler

Prior to sending any results to a client, the client first specifies what aircraft it is interested in. It does this, as previously described, by sending aircraft identities to the server. Upon receiving these, the results handler attempts to create an entry in a results request list. This list is a map of aircraft ids to an integer value, representing number of clients requesting data. If an entry already exists, it simply increases the count. In addition, if the client had previously requested other aircraft, those entries are decremented. The results request list is accessed by the simulation process to determine what simulations to run.

5.2.3 Simulation Process

The simulation process runs in a separate thread that is started when the server begins. In addition, to throttle the rate at which simulation cycles are run, a timer is also started. The period of this timer is based on a configuration which was previously discussed. When the timer expires, it signals the simulation to begin.

As this builds off the current system, the simulations still use the Monte Carlo simulation previously created. Each simulation cycle may be classified as either new or a continuation. This determination is based on the oversampling rate specified by the configurations previously discussed. Depending on what type of cycle it is, the steps taken diverge. An overview of the flow can be seen in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Simulation flow on server.
New Cycle

If it is a new cycle, the process first takes a snapshot of the aircraft being requested by results client. This snapshot data is produced by data entered by the results handlers, as specified in 5.2.2. This snapshot provides the ids of the aircraft being requested by the results clients. This is an optimization for the simulation process. First, it ensures that simulations are not run if no one is listening for results. Second, it ensures that only requested aircraft simulations are run. However, because of quick skip logic, there is a small amount of delay between when a results client request data, and when it receives it. The actual amount of delay seen by a results client is managed by two properties. The first is the maximum rate the simulation runs. If the simulation is set to run once every second, there will be, at most, a one second delay. The second property is how often the results handler provides a heartbeat to the results client. Recall that the results client may send an updated aircraft list as the response to a heartbeat.

If there are aircraft being requested, the process continues by taking a snapshot of the aircraft data. Recall that the simulation process, as described 5.2.1, has access to all of the data received thus far by the various handlers. The classes containing the data used when taking snapshots have been written in such a way to minimize the lock time. This is done to minimize the amount of time data is not being received and processed by the configuration and data gathering handlers. When generating the snapshot, the timestamps are used to ensure that only the most recent data is returned to the simulation process.
After this snapshot of the data is taken, a series of aircraft routes are generated. These routes are based on the data gathered as part of the snapshot. The data gathered contains more information than is actually needed by the simulation process. This evaluation creates a much smaller set of data that is needed for the simulation process. This evaluation is the most computationally intensive task performed by the simulation process. Though this could be moved to each individual worker, there would be a large number of redundant computations as each worker would have to recreate the same data. In addition, doing this on the server minimizes the amount of data that must travel across the wire to a worker client. After generating the route data, it is placed into two maps, one for active route data and one for modified route data. These two maps have keys that uniquely correlate to each aircraft.

Next, aircraft pairs are generated. This was previously touched on in Section 5.1.3. The pairs of aircraft are how work is being distributed to the worker clients. Each pair consists of an ownship id and a compare id. In addition, the ownship id entry contains a specifier telling the worker if that ownship id represents an active route or modified route. The pairs are generated by taking the active aircraft ids requested by the results client as the first entry and adding in every other aircraft as the second aircraft id. A similar process is done using the aircraft ids that have modified routes specified. While generating these pairs, a small amount of filtering is done to reduce the number of overall computations to be done.
After generating the pairs, they are placed onto a queue accessible to the worker connection handlers. In addition, in order to prevent polling of the state of the queue, a countdown is created. This is set to the number of entries in the queue. This causes the simulation execution thread to block until the countdown reaches zero. The countdown reaching zero signifies that all work has been completed. After setting the countdown latch, the simulation process may modify the number of entries taken off the queue by the worker threads. The worker are then signaled that there is work to be executed.

When the work is completed, the executor gathers the results generated by the workers. Because the results for a single aircraft may have been computed on a different worker, the executor aggregates the results into complete sets. After this is done, the alert data, along with the flight plan and state data used to in the simulation, are placed into a shared object. This shared object is accessible by the results handlers. This shared object contains a cyclic buffer of results to help manage any potential delays that may result from an unreliable network. In addition, this object contains a read/write lock, allowing for multiple results clients to read simultaneously, while still blocking when an update occurs. Finally, the simulation thread will signal the results handlers that a computation cycle has been completed and there are results ready.
Continuing Cycle

If instead the process is defined as the continuation of a previous cycle, the process sets the countdown appropriately, then signals the workers to begin their work. The countdown value will be the same as when the new cycle began. If a worker connection has been closed, its corresponding handler will remain active until a new cycle is started. When this occurs, old alert data is used for the remainder of the simulation cycle. Though this does mean that some precomputed values are used for a portion of the cycle, it should not have a significant impact.

5.2.4 Worker Handler

After being notified there is work to be performed, the worker handler can begin its execution. As with the simulation process, the behavior will vary based on the cycle type.

New Cycle

On a new cycle, the handler clears all of its local data. It then takes items off the queue. The exact number is specified by the simulation process. After taking the specified number of entries or emptying the queue, the handler will then gather all of the data the worker client needs to process the pairs of data it will be sent. The handler keeps track of what it has already sent the worker, so it does not resend data. It then notifies the worker client and sends the data. At this point, the handler waits for the client to finish. When the client finishes and returns the results to the handler, the handler places them into a memory space shared with the main simulation process.
If at any point during this process the client signals that it is closing, or heartbeat is not received, signaling a loss of connection, the worker handler places its entries back into the queue to be processed by another handler. If instead the client does return results successfully, the handler again tries to pull data off of the queue. If the queue is empty, the handler then waits on the countdown object. Unlike the simulation process, this wait has a timeout period. If the countdown reaches zero before the timeout occurs, work has been completed. If it instead times out, there may still be work to do as a connection may have been closed. In this case, the handler again tries to pull more pairs off of the queue so the cycle can be completed.

**Continuing Cycle**

On a continuation cycle, the worker handler simply signals the worker to begin. It then waits for the work to finish. If the client decides to close, the current countdown is adjusted and data from the previous iterations is passed back to the simulation process. If instead it completes the computations, these results are passed back to the simulation process.

**5.3 Implementation**

The described system is implemented in C++. While the server and worker clients can operate independently, the configuration, results, and data gathering clients are integrated into the existing CSD system. The architecture of the integrated system can be seen in Figure 5.7. Though the clients are currently integrated, they can be reused with relative ease.
The configuration and data gathering clients are threads that listen for messages. The messages they receive consist of a header, which is an integer specifying the type of data and the actual data. The value used to specify the data is adopted from the CSD implementation. As these clients simply send messages and do not provide any feedback to the creating process, it is not necessary to override any of the contained methods.

The result client is a thread that, upon receiving results, post a message to the thread that created it. As with the other clients, the header specifying the message type is adopted from the CSD system. Future results clients can derive from the base results client and override two methods. The first specifies what, if any, data should be requested after the results have been received. The second is what should occur after the results have been received.

![Figure 5.7: Structure of the integrated system](image)

Figure 5.7: Structure of the integrated system
Chapter 6

Evaluation

The testing and subsequent analysis of the system occurred in a number of steps. Prior to integrating into the current CSD system, the underlying architecture was tested. To perform these tests, a number of mock classes were created to simulate various components of the CSD system. The purpose of this testing was to ensure that the design of the underlying architecture functioned as expected with regards to control and data flow prior to being integrated into the CSD system.

After verifying a sound architecture through the mock system testing, work then moved to building the system such that it could be used with the CSD. Due to the restrictions placed on the released code, the testing done was isolated to a single machine. As this was supposed to be a distributed system, this presents a less than ideal situation with regards to testing and evaluation. However, some amount of validation was done to ensure requirements were met.
To test additional clients, a mock data gathering and mock result clients were created. The mock data client request a series of ids to send data on. It timestamps these with a low value so they are not used over actual data. The mock results client similarly requested ids. It then requested results for these aircraft ids from the server. Nothing was done with the data after it was received.

6.1 Clients

The server does not place a limit on the number of client connections that can be made. The performance as the number of clients increases are discussed in Section 6.3.

6.1.1 Data Clients

The system supports two types of data clients, one for aircraft data and another for configuration data. The aircraft data client provided flight plan and state information to the server. This is the minimum amount of information required to create routes for the conflict detection algorithm. Running the simulations required the use of the CSD integrated data clients to perform the analysis.
6.1.2 Worker Clients

The worker clients execute the computational workload of a simulation. The system was run with multiple worker clients. The number of worker clients used ranged from one to sixteen. At sixteen, a limit was reached on the overall processing power of the test machine. As the work done uses the algorithm in use by the FDDRL, the results produced by the system should be similar to the current system. The system also supports performing both active and modified routes simulations simultaneously. Both of these points are further supported in Section 6.3.

6.1.3 Results Clients

The results clients received simulation results after a given cycle. As with the data clients, the integrated results client was used in all the runs used to perform an analysis. The accuracy of the results relied on this client passing information back to the CSD system. Though this is less than ideal, it does provide some information with regards to the accuracy of the results produced by the system.

6.2 Server

The rate at which the server ran was controlled by a configuration value. This value enforced a maximum rate at which a simulation cycle would run. In addition, two unique configurations were communicated to the worker clients. Each configuration was associated with either the active route or modified route simulations.
6.3 Analysis

The accuracy of all of the results produced from the conflict detection algorithm could not be validated. The closest that could be done was a visual comparison of the CSD using the system developed for this project and the CSD using preexisting work done by the FDDRL. Under all of the test that are to be discussed, the results were similar to the current CSD system. Unless otherwise specified, the tests were performed using only active routes.

6.3.1 RAT Usage

The first test done involved using the RAT in both systems. Both systems accurately displayed alerts as the route was modified. However, the results of the developed system took approximately 500ms receive new data, perform the computation, and return the results to the CSD. This is significantly slower than the current system. While modifying a route, the current system provides instant feedback to potential conflicts on the route. With regards to the requirement of integrating and completing simulations in a reasonable amount of time, the system falls short when used with the RAT. This tool requires near instant updates to be useful. However, the 500ms time to complete a computation is acceptable for the active route conflict detection as the current system is configured to produce results once a second.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number Data Clients</th>
<th>Time to Collect Data (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.59802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.52988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.65189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.5986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>14.9069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>28.7138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Table of average times to collect aircraft data.

6.3.2 Data Gathering Clients

This test involved increasing the number of data clients and analyzing the effect it has on the server. Running these test involved a the CSD system, the server, a single worker, and a variable number of mock data gathering clients. The mock gathering clients provided the same number of state entries as the CSD system. The actual content of these entries is irrelevant as the process always takes the data provided by the CSD system over the mock clients.

The test was run over a 5 minute period while increasing the number of data gather clients connected to the system. The number of data clients attached to the system effects the performance of the data collection task when a new simulation cycle begins. The times generated are based on a time taken before and after the snapshot occurs. The number of clients in this test ranged from 1 to 32, following an $2^n$ growth pattern. The average times produced from can be seen in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1. The times have a polynomial growth rate. Though less than ideal, the time used to collect data remained relatively short. In addition, this test provided a complete set of repeat entries. For each client connection, all of the available entries are iterated over. By reducing the number of repeated entries, the time may decrease. In addition, a faster locking mechanism may be utilized to further improve the performance of the data gathering tasks.
6.3.3 Worker Clients and Requested Aircraft

This test involved increasing the number of worker clients and the number of requested aircraft. The worker clients increased from 1 to 16, following an $2^n$ growth pattern. Testing stopped at 16 because the limit of the processor had been reached. The number of requested aircraft consisted of 1, 10, and 20. The testing was done using the CSD system, a variable number of worker clients and one mock results client. Additional testing was done with an increased number of results clients, but the times gathered were similar to those of a single mock result client. This is expected as all of the results clients access a single object containing alert data using a shared lock. As they are all reading, they can all access the data simultaneously. There is no expected slowdown from additional threads requesting results data at the same time.

Again, the simulations were run over a 5 minute period. The data collected was the time taken to complete the computations, time to gather the results, and time to insert the results.
Table 6.2: Table of average times (in ms) to complete work for variable number of ownship request and worker clients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number Workers</th>
<th>1 Request</th>
<th>2 Request</th>
<th>4 Request</th>
<th>8 Request</th>
<th>16 Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Request</td>
<td>194.064</td>
<td>160.478</td>
<td>180.426</td>
<td>256.230</td>
<td>353.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Request</td>
<td>869.246</td>
<td>736.8945</td>
<td>862.103</td>
<td>1177.27</td>
<td>2014.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Request</td>
<td>2142.12</td>
<td>1589.87</td>
<td>1741.83</td>
<td>2210.22</td>
<td>3723.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.2: Graph of times to compute conflicts.

The time to complete work was measured by capturing a time prior to signaling work was ready, and again after work was completed. The results can be seen in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.2. Regardless of the number of ownship request, the growth pattern stayed the same as the number of workers used increased. Recall that all of these clients were executed on the same machine. Thus the time to complete a given computation will likely decrease as work is moved to other machines. It is interesting to note that with two and four worker clients, the average time to complete the computations decreased when compared to one across all of the ownship requests. The exact cause of this is unknown.

The time to gather results was collected in a similar fashion to the previous times. The average times can be seen in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.3. Notice this also has a polynomial growth rate as seen in the times of the other components.
Table 6.3: Table of average times (in ms) to collect alert data for variable number of ownship request and worker clients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number Workers</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Request</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
<td>0.2123</td>
<td>0.2441</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.6906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Request</td>
<td>0.9046</td>
<td>1.1700</td>
<td>1.7821</td>
<td>2.8986</td>
<td>4.8240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Request</td>
<td>1.7777</td>
<td>2.3209</td>
<td>3.3879</td>
<td>5.2118</td>
<td>8.9444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.3: Graph of times to collect alerts.

The final times taken were the amount of time to insert the results. However, these returned values of between 0 and 1 millisecond. As such, no further analysis is performed on these values. However, the fact that they remained constant is expected as the number of ownship aircraft requested by a results client should have a minimal effect on the time it takes to insert data into the shared structure.

All of the times gathered displayed a polynomial growth rate as additional clients were added. This is less than ideal since, for a truly scalable application, a slower growth rate is desired. However, the system does provide a number of enhancements over the current CDnR system used by the CSD. Mainly the ability for multiple clients to request multiple aircraft simultaneously.
The purpose for building out a distributed system is to allow computations to be spread across multiple machines. Because of this, it a direct comparison cannot be made with the current CSD system. The closest comparison that could be made is running a single ownship request with the system. However, distributed systems are expected to be slower than a threaded counterpart at smaller numbers. So even this is not a great comparison as the distributed system is expected to be slower due to the additional overhead cost in setting up and transferring data to the relevant processes.

In addition, these times were generated in an unrealistic scenario. By running all of the test on a single machine, poor performance is expected. These test do demonstrate that a number of clients can be simultaneously connected to the system, and the system still operates, albeit slower than desired.
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Future Work

As this is a proof of concept system, there are still several areas that can be improved on. In addition, as it is replacing a component of another system, care must be take while continuing through the development cycle.

7.1 System Enhancements

Though this project provides a basic system, there are still a number of overall system enhancements that can be made. However, some of these will require additional modification to the current CSD and CDnR systems.

One possible enhancement is the moving the resolution component of the system to the distributed framework. Though only briefly discussed, work is being done to automatically define resolved routes. It may be desirable to move this to the distributed service along with the conflict detection. This would allow for automated route proposals to be quickly shared with affected parties, as is the case with conflict information.
Another improvement is a more fined grained approach to configurations of the simulations. As mentioned, the main execution process uses its own defined configuration. Furthermore, though active and modified routes have their own configurations, they are the same across all simulations of the same type. It may be desirable to allow for a configuration to be specified on a per simulation basis, rather than applying a blanket configuration.

As mentioned at the beginning of the paper, this project was designed to be implemented with the current CSD system. Because of this, there are some inherent limitations with providing modified route data and requesting results of multiple clients simultaneously. Though this is okay for the CSD system as there is a one to one mapping between an individual CSD and an aircraft, the ability to share data means that this may not always be true. Though the CSD is only interested in a single aircraft, a new, yet to be developed client may require alert data or provide route data for multiple aircraft simultaneously.

Though the developed system manages failures of clients, it does not manage failures of the master. Having a single server creates a single point of failure. As the conflict detection system plays a critical role in the next generation traffic management systems it is important that this failure point is removed. How this is managed will likely involve modifications in how the flight data is stored. At present, it is not persisted anywhere. Thus, if a failure occurs, all of the flight data is lost. With that in mind, another enhancement is moving the data store components to a separate server. This new server may store the data in some custom way on disk. However, a more likely solution would be to leverage existing database technologies. Databases are designed to manage large amounts of data entry and retrieval. Because there is so much work being done in that area, there is no reason this system cannot leverage it.
7.2 Performance Improvements

As mentioned in Section 6, the overall performance of the system, on a small scale was slower than that of the current system. To help minimize this difference, one area that can be improved is the load balancing. There is no intelligence behind how work is distributed on a worker by worker basis. By using a queue, workers that complete work faster can, theoretically execute more work. However, they would have to be nearly twice as fast as another worker which is unlikely. Because the number of entries to remove is static, a slower worker may take more data than it compare entries than it should for an optimal distribution scenario. Future work can return data with each heartbeat to help describe the load of an individual worker. This can then be used to create a more accurate value for entries to remove. Though this will still likely use the static number as a reference.

In addition, the underlying algorithm used to perform the conflict detection can be updated. It was not designed to perform well in a distributed computing structure. In addition, it does not fully utilize the hardware of the running system. Because each simulation entry is independent of the other, this algorithm lends itself well to multi threading. In addition to performing parallel processing on the CPU [21], this algorithm can also leverage general purpose graphics processors [19, 20].
7.3 Testing

As previously described large scale testing was not performed as part of the proof of concept testing. In lieu of this, further testing will be described here.

Many of the same test done on the single machine also need to be done across multiple machines. This would provide a more accurate guide to the overall performance of the system. In addition, the test provided here focused on the overall performance. The accuracy of the results was simply a visual comparison of the results on the CSD system. This also needs to be validated in a more formal manner.
Chapter 8

Contributions and Conclusions

The manual process currently used to maintain safe routes of aircraft will not scale well as the number of aircraft increases. Through leveraging new GPS tagging and communication systems, more accurate data will be available to both pilots and air traffic controllers. This data will be used to alleviate the workload of air traffic controllers by delegating the detection and resolution of unsafe routes to both automation services and pilots.

This project creates a distributed computational service in support of this delegation of work. This allows for a single service to manage the computations of conflicts rather than each individual aircraft. In addition, with a service performing the computations, non aircraft clients may request information about conflicts. This is particularly useful as air traffic controllers will also want to be aware of potential conflicts of the aircraft in a given region. This will also allow for multiple groups, such as pilots and air traffic controllers to collaboratively define new routes.
The contributions of this project are the development of the distributed conflict detection application. With this, multiple clients can request conflict data from any arbitrary aircraft. In addition, several fixes are made to the existing source code while developing this application. Though this does not provide any sort of break through with regards to distributed computing in general, it instead works to establish services to be used as part of future air traffic control systems.
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